
TAKE A NAP
 

 AT WORK...
 

INTRODUCING
 

NEW REST SPACE COMING TO YOUR DEPOT!

It's official, you'll soon have access to rest spaces! We know how great

napping is and with the rest spaces in your depot, you'll be able to have a

dedicated, clean, private space to nap and make the most of your breaks. 

Help us understand your fatigue challenges
Over the next few months, we'll be sharing useful information on how to

manage your fatigue and health through sleep. 

Help us understand the challenges that you face - fill out this quick survey

so that we can tailor our services to your needs here: 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSehOfX_N_Xvydg8ThNToGG7DoamHSwYMJxr6sVuKWT8I7fO5Q/viewform


 
#YOUR

WELLBEING
MATTERS

WHAT DOES
SLEEPING WELL

ACTUALLY MEAN?

Sleep is important and when you get a good night's
sleep, it feels great. There's nothing like waking up
feeling well-rested, resorted and ready to start your
day. The other end to that is the constant grogginess,
irritability and just exhaustion of being sleep deprived. 

These feelings are indicators of what happens when
you sleep and, as a result, why sleep is so important. In
fact, sleeping well can reduce your risk of diabetes,
heart disease, mental health problems and obesity.
Sleep is when your body focuses on resorting your
mental and physical health. Although you are
unconscious it's a very active period where your mind
and body are healing and growing.

WHY IS SLEEP SO
IMPORTANT

https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/sleep-and-tiredness/why-lack-of-sleep-is-bad-for-your-health/


4 FACTORS
FOR GOOD

SLEEP 

PAGE 2 REST SPACE

IF YOU'RE REGULARLY NOT SLEEPING WELL IT'S BEST TO GET IN TOUCH WITH YOUR GP FOR FURTHER ADVICE AND
INFORMATION.

 
ARE YOU GETTING THE

RECOMMENDED 8HRS A
NIGHT?

 
 

This includes getting a certain
amount of sleep (usually around 7-9
hours for adults). The ideal quantity

of sleep varies from person to
person, but sleeping for the

required time for you is definitely
important. 

IS YOUR SLEEP FRAGMENTED,
ARE YOU BEING DISTURBED BY

NOISE OR OTHER FACTORS
DURING YOUR SLEEP?

 
 

This is your ability to stay sleeping
once you are asleep. High-quality

sleep is continuous. Disrupted sleep
is less refreshing overall. Noise, light

and bed partners usually disrupt
our sleep.

 

ARE YOU GOING TO BED AND
WAKING UP THE SAME TIME

EVERY NIGHT?
 
 

This is probably the most neglected
factor for sleep health. On your days

off, try not to shift your sleeping
times too drastically. Consistency

helps our body clock and functions
be more aligned.

 

ARE YOU SPENDING ENOUGH
TIME IN THE VARIOUS SLEEP

STAGES?
 

We cycle through various sleep
stages through out the night such as
REM and deep sleep. Feeling groggy
is an indicator of poor sleep quality.

Things such as alcohol, caffeine,
sleeping pills can affect our ability to
spend enough time in the stages we

need to.
 

QUANTITY
 

CONTINUITY
 

CONSISTENCY
 

QUALITY
 


